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Views on China
Alumni and students with strong ties to China reflect on that vast nation’s fascinating past and fast-changing present.

What Jeronimo Maradiaga Learned
Watson Fellow Jeronimo Maradiaga ’09 set out to explore the world of the disadvantaged. It was a life-changing experience, but not for the reasons one might think.
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In a Jan Plan in India called Contact Zone, West meets East and Colby students teach in order to learn.
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ON THE COVER
Lauren McCrary ’12 with some of her lively students at the Gandhi Ashram in Kalimpong, India. McCrary was among a group of Colby students who worked at the school for 2011 Jan Plan. See “The Magic of Kalimpong,” P. 21.
Things To Do

READ

- Sara Lezin '14 started Colby in Salamanca, Spain, and found it "such a cool place."
- Women's cross-country ski team members taught community kids to ski on the old Colby ski slope property.
- Students wanted more movie-viewing options, so Laura Maloney '12 got the library to expand its DVD collection.

WATCH

- The Colby-Hume Center offers unique opportunities for students to learn woodworking and furniture making.
- The Colby Volunteer Center is all about civic engagement.
- Colby looks to a cleaner, greener future with initiatives like the biomass heating plant.

LISTEN

- Emily Fleming '12 is back with podcasts on;
  - Unsung campus heroes Allen LaPan (Student post office) and Dawn Strout (Strength coach)
  - An interview with seniors who presented their January research alongside Congressman Mike Michaud (D-Maine)
  - The First SGA Gender and Sexual Diversity Student Resource Officer.

Check out iC Tweets insidecolby.com! Tweets really get a feel for what it's like to be at Colby now.
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